Grand Junction...
Distinctive Style. First Class Elegance. Unsurpassed Value.

HIGH-PROFILE FIFTH WHEELS
Oversized slide rooms are a staple of the GRAND JUNCTION product line. The stained hardwood slide room fascia is trimmed with dental and crown molding. The oversized 80% tinted safety glass windows are adorned with day/night shades and designer coordinated valences. GRAND JUNCTION features residential style furnishings with a free standing dinette and four stylish chairs. Little touches like the designer lighting and overhead cabinets with glass inserts add to the beauty of the GRAND JUNCTION interior.

GRAND JUNCTION’s elegant dinette includes a sliding top table with dual leaves that expands to seat five adults comfortably. The standard folding chair matches the style of the dinette chairs and stores in a bedroom closet when not in use.
Step into Grand Junction and experience the ultimate in sophistication, luxury, and value. You will be inspired by the beauty of Grand Junction. The premium residential decor with K.C.M.A. approved hardwood cabinets, solid surface countertops, chenille and micro-fiber fabrics and residential furnishings embody the graceful beauty of Grand Junction. Grand Junction’s interior ergonomics optimize space and maximize livability. This high profile coach features triple and quad slides with spacious galleys, enormous countertops, massive master bedroom suites and large bathrooms. Plus, Grand Junction is the only fifth wheel in its class to include both the Mor/ryde rubber vibration-absorption axle and rubber cushioned fifth wheel hitch systems. These premium travel-enhancing features work in unison to create the smoothest ride and safest handling possible. Moreover, your investment is protected from potential damage caused by the hazards of the road.

For the best RV value and the ultimate in style, features, and function, choose Grand Junction, the new standard in luxury recreational vehicles.

A computer desk and entertainment center adds to the distinctive style of the Grand Junction (most models). The Zenith home entertainment system includes a 25” Zenith TV, an AM/FM stereo system and a CD/DVD/MP3 player with surround sound. An optional electric fireplace adds to the ambiance of Grand Junction.

Stylish touches like a hardwood staircase to the bedroom and a solid hardwood slide room fascia with dental and crown molding are standard features that add to the unsurpassed value of Grand Junction.

Grand Junction’s sofa is covered with designer chenille and micro-fiber fabrics. The cushions are reversible to show the feature patterned fabric or the solid micro-fiber. The 36QRK floorplan includes the larger “L” shaped sofa for additional comfort. (Shown above)
GRAND JUNCTION’s galleys include many premium features as standard equipment. A skylight and fluorescent lighting brighten the interiors. A Norcold 8 cubic foot double door refrigerator with raised panel door inserts, a sliding kitchen pantry with travel lock, solid surface countertops with integrated sink and cutting boards, residential faucet with pull out sprayer, water filter with spout and a 22” oven and sealed burner range make GRAND JUNCTION your best value.
Gourmet galley with premium appliances and extensive countertop and storage space sets GRAND JUNCTION in a class by itself. One piece solid surface countertops with integrated oversized sink, pull-out wire rack pantry, eight cubic foot refrigerator, oversized residential microwave and 22” oven with a sealed burner range are just a few of the premium features found in all GRAND JUNCTION fifth wheels. Plus, the galley has been painstakingly designed to provide superior ergonomics for the family chef. Appliances are placed in a comfortable work triangle and the massive countertop space gives you the room necessary to prepare multiple dishes for the entire family. GRAND JUNCTION’s oversized solid surface sinks and designer pull out sprayer faucet will make cleaning up after the meal a cinch.

Premium appliances, large functional galley designs and superior ergonomics make GRAND JUNCTION your best choice in luxury fifth wheels.

GRAND JUNCTION features residential, 36 ounce sculpted nylon stain-resistant carpeting with 6 lb. 1/2” rebond pad. This provides superior wear and comfort.

Unlike competitors that use vinyl wrapped press board cabinet faces, GRAND JUNCTION boasts solid hardwood raised panel cabinet doors and stiles. The stiles are stained to match the doors and are joined with “counter sunk and screwed” construction methods. Plus, the cabinet doors are designed and built to meet the rigid quality standards for residential construction by the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA).

All galley drawers integrate premium ball bearing roller drawer guides.

All hardware in the GRAND JUNCTION has a brushed nickel finish.

Enormous storage. GRAND JUNCTION is designed to give you the storage you need for extended stays on the road. The 36QRK features more that twenty five storage drawers and doors in the galley alone.
GRAND JUNCTION – DESIGNER MANUFACTURING

GRAND JUNCTION’s pillow top bed lifts up for additional storage. The vanity includes lots of space and storage so preparing for the adventures of the day is comfortable and trouble-free. A King bed is optional.
GRAND JUNCTION’s magnificent master bedroom and bathroom suite was meticulously designed for comfort and versatility. The bathroom features a 36” wide one-piece fiberglass neo-angle shower with an integrated seat. A glass shower door and a brushed nickel hand held showerhead are also included. The standard skylight above the shower increases headroom and lets in natural daylight to brighten your day. The porcelain toilet with foot flush lever is separated from the bath suite in its own private room (most models). GRAND JUNCTION’s bedroom suite features a standard pillow top queen mattress, a king bed option is also available. An extra thick quilted bedspread with matching pillows, shams, and curtains are highlights of the decorator’s designer ensemble. Reading lights above the raised panel hardwood headboard and the solid wood fascia add to the splendor of the bedroom set. The storage below the lift up bed is perfect for blankets, sheets, and spare pillows while the large front wall closet and shirt ward hold plenty of clothing. The front wall closet also includes a built in shoe rack, cedar shelving, washer/dryer hook-ups and a folding chair to match your dinette. The vanity center has extensive storage, TV-cable hookups, brushed nickel hardware and a mirrored medicine cabinet with makeup lights.

Without question, GRAND JUNCTION designed for comfort, designed for you!
PREMIUM CONSTRUCTION

1. Fiberglass Laminated Sidewalls with Hi Gloss “Filon Plus” Fiberglass (33% more thickness)
2. 5” Welded Aluminum Truss Roof Rafters
3. Weyerhauser 3/8” Structurewood decking. One Piece EPDM Rubber Roof Membrane
4. R14 Roof Insulation with Aluminum Wrapped AC Ducting
5. Welded Aluminum Framed, Fully Laminated 2” Sidewall
6. Block Foam Insulation, Sidewalls and Floor
7. Laminated/Welded Aluminum Framed Floor
8. 1pc. Seamless 5/8” Weyerhauser Structurewood Floor Decking,
9. Protected Insulated/Heated Enclosed Underbelly
10. Front Fiberglass Cap
11. Rear Fiberglass Cap
12. Extra Large Pass Through Outside Storage Compartments
13. 1” Thick Locking Insulated Fiberglass Baggage Doors
14. Safety Glass Windows with 80% tint

CHASSIS / SUSPENSION

15. Powder Coated 10” I-Beam Steel Chassis
16. Dual 7000 lb. Leaf Spring Axles*
17. New 10” Deep Folding Triple Entry Steps
18. 6000 lb. Electric Front Jacks
19. 16” E Rated, Heavy Duty RV Radial Tires*
20. 8 Lug Hubs with Aluminum Alloy Rims*
21. MOR/ryde Suspension System*
22. MOR/ryde Hitch System*

INTERIOR FEATURES

23. KCMA Certified and Approved Cabinet Faces and Drawer Fronts (Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association)
24. Designer Raised Panel Cabinet Doors Throughout
25. Designer Sierra Beige Wallboard
26. 36 Ounce Sculpted Nylon Carpet with 1/2” 6 lb. Rebond Carpet Pad
27. Solid Surface Countertops
28. Armstrong “Tuff Guard” linoleum

*Included in Touring Performance Package

GRAND JUNCTION’s roof ventilation system prevents moisture buildup and condensation in the ceiling.

A 15,000 BTU A/C system with remote control is standard on GRAND JUNCTION.

GRAND JUNCTION’s 50 amp marine-grade removable power cord is designed to handle a lifetime of rigorous use.

Premium 80% dark tint safety glass windows keep GRAND JUNCTION cool and provide privacy for your family.
Grand Junction is the only Fifth Wheel in its class that includes the Mor/ryde rubber shear spring hitch and rubber Equalizer Suspension System standard. Both systems work in conjunction to create the smoothest ride possible in a Fifth Wheel.

Smooth towing means a better ride in the tow vehicle and prevents damage to your investment that is caused by rough roads.

Grand Junction’s Touring Performance Package includes:
- MOR/ryde Rubber Absorption Suspension System
- MOR/ryde Rubber Shear Spring Hitch
- 16” Heavy Duty E Rated Radial Tires
- 8 Lug Aluminum Alloy Rims
- Dual 7000 lb. Axles
- Easy Lube Wheel Hubs
- 16” Spare Tire and Carrier

Grand Junction – More Features, More Value

Grand Junction Fifth Wheels undergo a rigorous post production audit to assure the highest levels of quality and craftsmanship. Our state of the art pre-delivery inspection facility includes a rain bay that subjects each unit to a twenty minute water test. Water is sprayed on all sides of the unit at high pressure to simulate the harshest of weather conditions. Units are tested with the slide rooms in the open and closed positions and over 6,000 gallons of treated water is used during the test to make sure your next recreational vehicle is ready for any conditions nature can offer.

The hot and cold water exterior shower includes a quick disconnect recoil hose and sprayer.

Triple entry steps reduce the rise of each step and easily fold away for travel. The 10” foot pad provides maximum safety when stepping out of the Grand Junction.

Grand Junction maximizes exterior storage. An optional slide tray makes organizing and accessing your cargo trouble-free.

Enclosed dump valves keep your hands clean, plus Grand Junction includes a black tank flush system for maintenance purposes.
37QFL - Quad Slide Front Living Room
- Oversized main floor bedroom suite with floor to ceiling cabinetry.
- Extra seating area in bedroom.
- Dual slide front lounge with entertainment center.
- Large kitchen with solid surface counter tops.
- Fireplace and TV option in bedroom.
- Dual skylights in living room.

37QSL - Quad Slide Sunken Lounge
- Enormous kitchen with solid surface countertops.
- Entertainment center and desk slide in sunken living area.
- French doors, into sunken living area.
- Isolated rear family room/2nd bedroom.
- Oversized bedroom suite.
- Optional Dual 8-cubic foot refrigerators available.
- Optional Fireplace.

36QRK - Quad Slide Rear Kitchen
- The largest, most open floorplan in the category.
- Extra large kitchen with L-shaped island – the most counter top space in the category.
- Extra large living room with dual slides.
- King bed option available.
- Console entertainment center.
- Extra large J-Sofa.

35TMS - Triple Slide Master Suite
- Huge L-shaped galley.
- Side aisle bath with dual entry.
- Over sized front bedroom suite.
- Extra seating area in bedroom.
- Fireplace and TV option in bedroom.
33TRL - Triple Slide Rear Lounge
- Angled galley slide.
- Easy access kitchen island.
- Dual refrigerator option available.
- Extra large living room slide with 76” sofa and free standing dinette.
- Mid Entry Design.

32TCG - Triple Slide Center Galley
- Enormous kitchen with incredible galley storage.
- Extra large galley and entertainment slide with fireplace option.
- Extra large living room slide with 76” sofa and free standing dinette.
- King bed option available.

31TGS - Triple Galley Slide
- Angled galley and entertainment slide.
- Optional easy-access kitchen island.
- Extra large living room slide with 76” sofa and free standing dinette.
- Mid-entry design.
- King bed option available.
- Fireplace option available.

Vehicle loading – Every effort has been made to provide the greatest number of options for the recreational vehicle owner. Along with these choices comes the responsibility to manage the loads that are imposed by the choices that they remain within the manufacturer’s specified chassis weight limits. Do not overload the recreational vehicle. Dry weights based on standard features – Some optional equipment included. Net carrying capacity (NCC) is determined by subtracting unloaded vehicle weight (UVW) from gross vehicle weight (GVWR) and includes fluids, options and cargo. Liquid capacities and weights are approximate only. Warning – This information is intended as a guide only. Weights of individual vehicles may vary. Consult your owner’s manual for complete loading, weighing and towing instructions. *Fresh water capacity includes capacity of water heater.

Product information, specifications, and photography in this brochure were as accurate as possible at time of printing. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features or options may be different or unavailable in Canada. Vehicles are designed for recreational use only and not intended for use as a primary residence.
**Grand Junction** is loaded with premium features. Compare **Grand Junction** to the competition and we are sure you will agree that **Grand Junction** is your best value.

**Easy Living Premium Package**
- 15,000 BTU Air Conditioning with Remote
- 12 Gallon Gas/Electric Water Heater with DSI
- 40,000 BTU LP Furnace
- 1.3 Cu Ft. Microwave Oven with Vented Exhaust Fan
- Sealed Burner Range with XL Oven
- Zenith Home Entertainment Theater System with CD/DVD and Surround Sound Speakers
- Zenith 25" Color TV
- Porcelain Toilet
- Day/Night Shades
- Washer/Dryer Prep
- Safety Glass Windows with 80% Dark Tint
- Exterior Hot/Cold Shower with Quick-Connect Hose and Sprayer
- Ladder
- 50 Amp Service with Detachable Power Cord
- Folding Desk Chair

**Mile High Premium Package**
- Solid Surface Countertops with Backsplash
- Solid Surface Sink with Sink Covers
- Pull-out Sliding Pantry with Travel Lock
- Solid Wood Drawers with Residential Ball Bearing Drawer Glides in Galley
- Solid Wood Cabinet Stiles
- Freestanding Solid Wood Double Leaf Table
- Coordinating Dinette Chairs
- Skylight in Living Area
- 36 Ounce Sculpted Nylon Carpet
- 1/2", 6 lb. Rebond Carpet Pad
- 36" Wide One-Piece Fiberglass Shower with Seat
- Dual Transom Windows in Living Area
- Six Panel Residential Passage Doors
- Recessed Wood Staircase to Bed/Bath Deck
- Cedar Shelf in Wardrobe
- Pillow-Top Premium Mattress
- Designer Bedroom Ensemble with Wood Headboard, Solid Wood Slide Fascia w/Fluted Columns and Intricate Crown Molding Header
*Includes Consumer Convenience Package

**Consumer Convenience Package**
- 8500 Series A&E Awning
- Dual Attic Vents
- Dual Battery Boxes
- Utility Light
- Patio Light
- Rear Stabilizer Jacks
- Satellite Prep
- Black Tank Flush System
- XL Folding Entry-Assist Handle
- Quick Release Front Jacks
- Stainless Steel Faucet with Telescoping Sprayer
- Water Filter with Spout at Sink
- Fluorescent Lighting at Galley and Desk
- Ceiling Fan
- Designer Wall Clock
- Solid Wood Refrigerator Inserts

---

**Industry’s Best Warranty - By Far!**
We’re so confident in the design and construction of our products that they are covered by Thor’s Limited Warranty program:

Your warranty includes:
- One Year Bumper to Hitch Limited Warranty
- Two Year Structural and Appliance Limited Warranty

*See owner’s manual for complete warranty details.

---

**Decor Options**
- Barcelona
- Rust
- Fresco
- Beige
- Sanibel
- Sand

---

**THOR AMERICA'S BEST RV VALUE**

Why A Thor Product is Your Best RV Value: Thor Industries, Inc., listed on the New York Stock Exchange, proudly traces its history back over seventy years to the pioneering days of the RV industry with the founding of Airstream, the industry’s oldest and most renowned brand. Our total commitment to quality and our philosophy of putting our customers first has led to our continuous growth. Today, Thor is the largest builder of RVs. Thor’s strong financial condition and years of solid growth are your assurance that we will be here to serve you for years to come. We think this extra peace of mind is important when you are making a significant investment. Because our customers are always #1 with us, we work harder than other manufacturers to satisfy you.

---

**Grand Junction**

2164 Caragana Court • Goshen, IN 46526
Sales: 574-534-1224 • Fax: 574-975-0601
www.grandjunction-rv.com

---

**Your Local Dealer**

---

Product information, specifications, and photography in this brochure were as accurate as possible at time of printing. Photographs may contain some features that are optional on your vehicle. Since we continually strive to improve our products, actual products may differ. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All capacities are approximate and dimensions are nominal. Some features or options may be different or unavailable in Canada. Vehicles are designed for recreational use only and not intended for use as a primary residence.